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1 Multiplayer Chess



Multiplayer Chess Ashar Salman Abdullah Tayyab [email protected] [email protected] FAST National University of Computer and Emerging Sciences, Lahore  Abstract—FAST-NUCES students are facing a continuing problem regarding staying fresh in order to cope up with the increasing burden of studies. This paper shows a way of developing a game to help the students out, refreshing them as well as satisfying the network administrator, as he would have all the control. Index Terms—Data Communication Networks, Multiplayer game, Multicast Groups, Chess, Network Management



I. INTRODUCTION



C



HESS is a game enjoyed by many and understood by a few. It is undoubtedly one of the few games that involve complete connection with the game; as well as simplicity in concept and has sensational force in getting the human mind to overwork its capacity to win the game. It’s a recreational as well as competitive game involving two players, each player having sixteen white or black pieces. Pieces differing in the way they’re played, with the main objective being to checkmate (bring under immediate attack) the opponents’ king [1]. Its played on an 8*8 chequered chess board. There has been great work on developing extensive strategies and tactics to outplay one another which compels even further research as well as international tournaments. Moves taken are recorded for working out better ways to trap the opponent, and to improve one’s own game. This instance of the game hasn’t been made to produce worldclass players but its sole intention is to relax the burden on the students of FAST. It works on fairly simple algorithms with complications left for the more robust and market-oriented chess games. This simply features two players playing chess against each other with a number of people watching the game (optional, not necessary) and its aim is to complete the game according to the rules of chess. Emphasis has not been paid on a beautiful graphical interface or even the ‘technicalities’ of the game itself, the concentration
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is mainly on the game being able to utilize the network and successfully run a multiplayer game. A game of chess can ideally use the network and make clear to an analyst or a student how things go about when using a network to communicate in a way a game needs to communicate. The scope of its guaranteed working has been limited to a single network, but it can be extended to different networks with some changes, without a guarantee. Again, our aim was to demonstrate how to make a multiplayer game work on a network and not to produce a game which could be used by a professional chess player or kids looking to learn ‘chess’. The network in foresight while designing this program was that of FAST, with all the restrictions on what we’re able to do and what we’re not able to do. There will always be people using the network regardless of whether the game is running or not. There are a fixed number of games available to the network administrator on the server, and he’s given the facility of controlling time spent on playing the game as he has the server control. Without the server the game is of no use, as opposed to other multiplayer games currently available in which any computer can be treated as a server and the administrator has no control over it. II. STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM The program contains a few structures which need to be defined before we can talk about the implementation on the network. This section shall only concern the structure on an abstract level without going into the minute details about how it will work over the network. On every client (player computer), there is the game itself, a structure to send game information over the network (packet), lobby information for all users to log in (lobby is on the server) and socket information for the clients to communicate with the server. A. The Game Before getting to how chess will be implemented on the network for multiplayer, here we’ll discuss the structure of the game and how it’s embedded into the network in a later section. The game starts off with an empty board with options of starting a new game or loading a saved game. It has separate classes for each of the types of pieces and places them on the board once the game starts. The user is asked to make a move by a click, the move is then verified according to the rules of chess, and displayed on the board if it is allowed. The game continues until one player uses with each move being recorded.



Abdullah Tayyab CE04-0028 Ashar Salman CE04-0383 B. Network Packets Once the game is working on a computer, the next problem we face is how to get the game information to the other player, so that we can synchronize games on both hosts. If this is done, we can be sure our program is functioning properly for the two players. We can incorporate the visitors/spectators at a later stage, as the highest priority would be given to the two players and the game functioning perfectly between them. Quantities used by this game on user level are as follows with a description of each. The UserName and Password are those quantities which identify the client on an abstract level, for the control of the administrator and not for network processes. At the network level, each client is known by its ip address. The packet’s basic items are Request and Version (number). Request is an integer which tells the destination the type of request which is being sent to it, only then will it go to the relevant piece of code to handle the packet. To, From, Piece, Player and GameID are integers which specify the move made to the server which sends these details to the other player. How this is done will be discussed when talking about the implementation on the network. Each time a move is made this packet is created and sent to the network group. The server also gets this information as it’s the member of every group. Version is used so that our game can continue to support older versions of it as it moves along, with many things changing which the newer version would know about and the older version wouldn’t. C. The Sockets This part of the program deals with setting up and managing connections with other nodes on the network through sockets. Communication between the server and players takes place through these sockets. This is that part of the connection which will run on the players’ computer, on the other end (server) there will be a lobby with separate sockets for each game available. After the client has made a move, it’s asynchronously (discussed later) listening for an answer from the server regarding a move from the other player. Here we’ll call a host active if its ready to send a packet, it has made a move and needs to tell the server about its current state; and passive when its listening for information from the server about the game or the other player. So the client continuously transforms its state throughout the execution of the game. Without this part of the program, there would be no communication between players so a multiplayer game would be totally out of question. As a result, sockets are the most essential part of our software. D. The Lobby This is where anyone who wants to play the game will have to communicate. It’s the sole controller of the games on the network, has information about all users, all games and the number of games which are free. It is the server without which the game won’t function on the network. It contains everything related to every single game, like current players, the moves



2 Multiplayer Chess being taken, an overview of the situation in the game. The main job of the lobby is to register a client (player) and connect it to a game. The user first sends its username and password to the lobby, the lobby verifies it and decided on whether to allow the client to view the list of available servers. Once that is done, the client is given a list of the servers and told to choose a game. Following the choice of a game it’s the job of the lobby to add it to that game, and to start with the game. It has a socket readily open for any game, to enable communication between the server and players. It has been made asynchronous, how that was done will be discussed in the implementation that follows this description of the structure. The sockets on the server will always be present as long as the game exists. The players keep updating the server regarding the moves they make and the server has the job of forwarding the information to the group of people involved in that game, done to synchronize the game on all computers. III. CODING IMPLEMENTATION A. The Players Each one of the players runs its own instance of the chess application, with an option of either joining a game to spectate or to play. When the player clicks Menu, the console asks whether to start a new game, save current game or load a saved game from a file. A connection is made to the server. Through this connection the player sends the login info, waits for a response from the server, the list of games available is received and choosing a game initiates it. When a move is made the data of the move is sent through a packet and then the client is asynchronously put to listen to the port on which the server is connected. When the packet is received on the above mentioned port, it’s put through a procedure of breaking raw data into quantities meaningful to the console and helpful in game performance. First it has to make whether the packet sent is a control packet (game control packet) or a move from the other user which the sender sends to every client associated with that game through multicast. Once that is done, it decrypts the sent data and makes the move on the client’s machine. The client is again put to passive state as soon as the packet is received unless it’s this specific client’s turn. The passive state is basically when there is no need for that client to send any data, it can perform other processes until an asynchronous call isn’t made, and that is to say a packet isn’t received. If a machine is in active state, all other clients will be passive until a move isn’t sent from this client. This procedure continues with only one of the players being in active state. The visitors shall always be in passive state regardless of whose turn it is. If it’s the turn of the client under discussion, it creates the packet and sends it to the group as already discussed. This can be further explained by this block
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diagram. In the above diagram there aren’t two clients named P1, but only for the sake of understanding, P1 is shown on two occasions. First there’s a duplex link between the player and the server, each player will have this link, login information is exchanged and once the player is logged in a list of games is provided. It joins the group of clients that are associated to that game. Moves are made and updated on other clients, while they continue to listen asynchronously as well. Now why for this asynchronous running on the clients? If the clients were put to wait for a move to update, their computers would be stuck till the other person didn’t make a move. And the console would crash with the game being incomplete. To save ourselves from facing such a situation, we’ve used an asynchronous listening capability provided by Windows MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class) Library. [2] [9] An argument to this can be that there are workarounds to this type of a socket, there were two main reasons to use this method; one, it’s integrated into MFC being easy to include in our program [11], secondly, the workaround would be making a different process (or thread, in a more realistic way). This makes our job difficult in managing an extra thread on every client when job could be as easy as deriving our socket from the Asynchronous Socket provided [10]. Even this has its own problems [3], but it seemed suitable in our case where the emphasis wasn’t on a good Object-Oriented design but on usability on this platform. Implementing asynchronous multicast sockets was a real difficult job sighting problems faced because of the unstable library stated above. So we’re using a thread created on the client who monitors the sending and receiving of packets belonging to multicast domain. It makes our job easier as opposed to sending data to the server and the server then sending the same data to the other user, multicast groups make understanding the program much easier. B. The Server and the Network We’ve implemented a multi-threaded server (interchangeably called lobby above). The server is that computer without which the game over the network is meaningless and the lobby is where the list of games is kept, helping in implementing the server. The server implementation involves a separate socket for each client connected; these multiple sockets are dealt with using multi-threading. If we proceed in the chronology of events occurring on the server, a better understanding can be achieved.



3 Multiplayer Chess The first job of the server is to listen to the welcome socket for any client trying to make a connection request. Once the connection request is received, the server creates appropriate socket and all communication is done through this socket now. The first packet to be sent would be a control packet containing login information. The server would then check in its log files the username and password and whether this user should be allowed to join a game. The welcome socket is then re-initialized to listening state for any further connection requests. There’s a thread for each game, with connections to the game groups once the game is started which are multicast. The choice of multicast network in our game will be further discussed in the following section. Before that, the server needs to be further discussed. The server needs to create two kinds of sockets; simple unicast sockets and multicast sockets (see Appendix for more about multicast). Unicast sockets are created when a user tries to log in on the server and exchanges data such as username and password. If multicast were used in this purpose, all this would be transparent and a cheeky user could get the username and password of the other user. The multicast socket is created to keep record of a move received from a player, along with which other players/visitors in that game update their game as well. Each socket on the server will need to listen continuously for a command or move from one of its clients. This is done by multi-threading the server by creating a thread for each socket of the server, regardless of the type of socket. Now why we don’t use asynchronous listening sockets in this case, for one the server doesn’t have the GUI problems that the clients have, secondly it would have been difficult to implement numerous asynchronous calls. This can be said keeping in mind there are many games in progress on the network at a given moment, all the server needs to know is what move was made in case of multicast sockets. For unicast sockets, once the link has been created and client been connected to a group corresponding to the game chosen, we do not need that socket any further as the game will continue to run independently. Every game will have its own multicast group with decisions to join and leave the group totally on the client. The game only starts when there are two users in that group. The numbers of users in each group are updated on the server as it is also a member of every group made. Here there are multiple senders and multiple receivers, so this group is called multipoint-tomultipoint group [5]. It’s an easier way of connecting every client related to that game rather than unicast with every other member, this will be discussed in the following section. Now coming back to multithreading and its synchronization on the server. We’ve used many instances of a synchronization tool called semaphore (see Appendix). What this allows is only one thread to enter the sending or receiving are of the program. Receiving is a blocking command, if it were to run twice in succession it would have been blocked till eternity. So we use semaphores to only allow receiving and sending in alternate manner. Another solution would’ve been to make



Abdullah Tayyab CE04-0028 Ashar Salman CE04-0383 separate threads on the client for receiving and sending but that again would cause other synchronization problems foreseen such as a context switch when the packet was ready to send, this would possibly spoil the whole interface.



4 Multiplayer Chess IV. MULTICAST VS. UNICAST VS. BROADCAST Our program implements multicast once the game has started. There were alternatives which could’ve made our job easier or may very well complicate things. We initially started



Abdullah Tayyab CE04-0028 Ashar Salman CE04-0383 with multiple unicast, followed by true multicast. In this section we’ll discuss various design issues and why we used multicast in our game. We’ll start off with unicast. Unicast approach requires discrete sessions to be established from each client to intended recipients. In our case, it would be a separate unicast connection with each client looking for a connection to a game. Barring the visitors, the least number of unicast connections once the game is running would be three, two for the players and one for the server. This would put excessive load on the network, give poor network utilization and unwarranted complexity on each client to make connections and send data to each separately. This would sum up to enormous overheads which would directly affect the running of the program. Unicast is reliable, there’s no doubt about it, but our game was meant to run on FAST’s LAN network, which really shouldn’t give inconsistencies when sending packets on such a small scale. Broadcast would mean to send game packets to all the users on the network, with only those interested in the packets to receive and implement on their console. This would be wasteful as not many people would want to watch a game, but rather want to play it. So the number of clients connected to a game wouldn’t be exceedingly large. Broadcast would be a waste of available bandwidth, and unneeded load on the clients to check each packet for information regarding whether it was the intended recipient or not. Using broadcast with our game was totally out of question. We then implemented a model of multiple unicast in which each move made would be sent to the server, and it would be the job of the server to send the information to other members of that game. This procedure did work out well, as we used the reliable protocol on unicast, TCP. Moves were updated and users logged in and out without a problem, but we still went for multicast, why? Answers follow. Any form of network communication involving transmission of same information to multiple clients can use multicast technology. This makes our applications bandwidth efficient and helps the network stay free from same packets delivered by unicast to each client separately. It greatly reduces the redundancy of information, especially when clients receiving the information are to be found in close proximity, as is the case with our applications scope. Our application is meant to run on the LAN of FAST, which means there will be negligible transmission delay on our network, but there will always be an overwhelming queue of packets waiting to get to their destination. Multicasting allows us to send information once, with multiple users receiving it being a member of that multicast group. Each multicast group has a Class D Network Address, and sending data to that address is in reality the same as sending data to every client separately. Each of them gets a copy of the information sent, which in our case the information of a move from an active client. This gives optimized network performance, one of the main goals of any network-based application. Scalability is another factor in which multicast takes over



5 Multiplayer Chess from other packet sending techniques, we can increase our program’s scope without too much hassle in terms of code and network load. We can add more games, which will simply involve the server assigning a new multicast network address and an addition of the game to the list of available games. Such scaling in the simplest of forms wouldn’t have been possible with unicast or broadcast. Our multicast connections are based upon unreliable UDP. The basic concept of multicast is basically is unreliable UDP data transfer, which shouldn’t really trouble us on our LANspecific application. We’re using IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol) which is unreliable comprises of unreliable real-time data transfer. If we were to expand this application over networks where multicast routers/switches or support wasn’t available, we’d have to use a reliable form of multicast. There exists a protocol called MTP (Multicast Transport Protocol) [6] which runs on transport layer and provides reliable data transfer on this layer. This wasn’t needed in our application as it would only complicate things without much need. There are three main IP multicast APIs (Application Programmer Interface) any of which could have made up the backbone of our program; namely, Berkeley Sockets Multicast API, WinSock API and Open Transport API. Our application was built on Windows, so the WinSock API was used as the other two are UNIX based [5]. One drawback of multicast is when routers aren’t aware of multicast and try to treat them like simple unicast packets, or don’t get the format of the packet at all. A solution for this also exists in which the multicast IP datagram are encapsulated inside a unicast packet, sent towards the destination and decrypted to get the original data. There also exist numerous research papers which aim on giving reliable TCP multicast [7]. We’ll not be using particularly any solution given in these researches, but we did take some relevant things out of it to implement in our program. Now we summarize our decision to implement multicasting, although it was a little difficult to test. After reading about multicast through various channels, there were reports of current protocols not being reliable enough. We mainly used it because it gave simplicity in concept, after consulting a few books, we got to the result that it should be alright for our application with its scope to FAST’s LAN network. Multicasting is without doubt the core of this application, providing many benefits as discussed above. V. FLOW The flow of the program is explained through separate flowcharts for the client, server and the network happenings. This is given on the preceding page with all flowcharts on the same page. VI. CONCLUSION Through our journey from transforming a MFC-based Chess



Abdullah Tayyab CE04-0028 Ashar Salman CE04-0383 game to a Multiplayer Chess Game we’ve faced many problems, which are worth mentioning in order to help others who’d want to develop a similar application. As soon as we started there were inconsistencies in the way the program run, with it functioning perfectly under debug mode and falling to an exception when run. This then involved careful debugging watching each and every aspect of the code, not letting one thing slip which would bring the whole program down. After completing this application, it can be safely said that our main problem was to amalgamate WinSock API and MFC. Our consoles and the whole working of the program were based on MFC on both the client and the server. The server didn’t need to have an MFC-based GUI, which did in turn cause many problems. If we’d used MFC so sparingly, we’d not had situations in which there were errors with no clue to where the error was and even when that was detected, what the solution would be. When a member of a multicast group sends data to the group, it receives the same packet it sent. This is called loopback. Loopback has adverse effects on the network as it gives unwanted load on the network, the sender doesn’t know it’s the same packet it sent and treats it as a reply from another client. This put our application to a stranglehold as the server continuously receives the same packet considering it to be a new move. We solved it through a functionally given to disable loopback [8], this solved our problem and our application started to function without a problem. One of our original project goals was to put a limit on the number of games a player could play, after which he won’t be allowed to play another game. We had this in mind that we’ll store game information on a query-driven database, and handle this specific goal through it. We couldn’t get down to that due to time constraints, but it’s totally an application-based problem, as the necessary data of moves being made is being sent to the server as well as the user who is connected. The only changes to be made will be in the application and not any network-related issues, so our design goal can be achieved as originally aimed for. On a concluding note, it must be said that multicast is very easy to implement and run on LAN, but it’s been made too complicated and something people thing about as too difficult by the numerous options available. Programmers get confused on which protocol or method to use when designing an application. There has been too much research with no specific standard which can be termed stable, which can become a problem. We simply bent a few protocols already made to suit our needs, and that’s what would be the advice for anyone making a multicast-based network application. Multicast requires hardware support, routers which understand the multicast algorithms as well as hosts intelligent enough to make sense out of it. The IEEE 802 standard is fully equipped to handle multicast, so it doesn’t trouble too uch on the scope of the LAN, but if needed to extend to the internet, it could be a big problem.



6 Multiplayer Chess APPENDIX Multicast is the term used to describe communication where a piece of information is sent from one or more points to a set of other points. In this case there is one sender (server) and multiple receivers (players/visitors) in the game. It creates groups of players who want to send each other information, reducing redundancy as data is sent to the whole group only once as discussed above. Semaphores are variables which are used to give restricted access to shared resources in a multiprogramming environment. ACKNOWLEDGMENT Both authors of this paper thank MSDN for giving an excellent description of functions being used. Other than that there are various forums on the internet which were related to our topic of interest, they helped us by quoting a few problems and including solutions. Specifically the forum which had multicast code completely explained was really helpful, we integrated it into our application without which success wasn’t possible. REFERENCES [1] [2] [3] [4]
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SERVER CODE



MCP[1]->pWnd = this; MCP[1]->port = 1996;



void CMFCServerDlg::OnButton1() { UpdateData(true);



MCP[2] = new MCP[2]->MCIP MCP[2]->pWnd MCP[2]->port



MCTpara; = "234.5.6.7"; = this; = 1997;



MCP[3] = new MCP[3]->MCIP MCP[3]->pWnd MCP[3]->port



MCTpara; = "234.5.6.8"; = this; = 1998;



MCP[4] = new MCP[4]->MCIP MCP[4]->pWnd MCP[4]->port



MCTpara; = "234.5.6.9"; = this; = 1999;



if(!AfxSocketInit()) AfxMessageBox("Failed to Initialize Sockets",MB_OK| MB_ICONSTOP); // Server, create a socket bound to the port specified // Listen for connection requests WSADATA wsadat; WORD rVersion; rVersion = MAKEWORD(2,0); if(WSAStartup(rVersion, &wsadat) != NO_ERROR) { coutcomm_sock = welcome_socket; mypara->pWnd = this; HANDLE hThread= CreateThread(NULL,0,(LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE)Listen Thread,(void*)mypara,0,0); MCTpara* MCP[5]; MCP[0] = new MCP[0]->MCIP MCP[0]->pWnd MCP[0]->port



MCTpara; = "234.5.6.5"; = this; = 1995;



MCP[1] = new MCTpara; MCP[1]->MCIP = "234.5.6.6";



CreateThread(NULL,0,(LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE)MCTF,( void*)MCP[0],0,0); CreateThread(NULL,0,(LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE)MCTF,( void*)MCP[1],0,0); CreateThread(NULL,0,(LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE)MCTF,( void*)MCP[2],0,0); CreateThread(NULL,0,(LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE)MCTF,( void*)MCP[3],0,0); CreateThread(NULL,0,(LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE)MCTF,( void*)MCP[4],0,0); return; } UINT ListenThread(PVOID param) { SOCKET welcome_socket; threadpara* mypara = ((threadpara*)param); welcome_socket = mypara->comm_sock; CDialog* pWnd = mypara->pWnd; while(1) { SOCKET comm_sock; SOCKADDR_IN clientaddr; int addresslen = sizeof(clientaddr); comm_sock = accept(welcome_socket, (SOCKADDR*) &clientaddr, &addresslen); if(comm_sock != SOCKET_ERROR) { //send and receive data; threadpara * mypara; mypara = new threadpara; // parameter not still used mypara->comm_sock = comm_sock; mypara->pWnd = pWnd; HANDLE hThread = CreateThread(NULL,0,(LPTHREAD_START_R OUTINE)ThreadFunc,(void*)mypara,0,0); } else { AfxMessageBox("Error in accepting conection request"); } } WSACleanup(); }
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UINT ThreadFunc(PVOID param) { char*Buffer = new char[601]; CString strRecvd; CString s; SOCKET comm_sock; threadpara* mypara = ((threadpara*)param); comm_sock = mypara->comm_sock; CDialog* pWnd = mypara->pWnd; int error = 2345; int LOB; DWORD dwWaitResult; while(1) { error = recv(comm_sock, Buffer, 600, 0); if(error == 0) { AfxMessageBox(" Connection was closed "); return error; } strRecvd = Buffer; s = ((CMFCServerDlg*)pWnd)>ProcessPacket(strRecvd); send(comm_sock, s.GetBuffer(600), strlen(s.GetBuffer(600))+1, 0); Sleep(2000); if(((CMFCServerDlg*)pWnd)->GetLastRequest(s) == 101 ) { s = ((CMFCServerDlg*)pWnd)->GiveMCG(s); send(comm_sock, s.GetBuffer(600), strlen(s.GetBuffer(600))+1, 0); } } return 100; } CString CMFCServerDlg::ProcessMove(CString packet) { MyPacket MP,MP2; MyPacket SPacket; MP.BreakPacket(packet); CString send,str, last; last = MyLobby[MP.Lobby].LastMove ; MP2.BreakPacket(last); MyLobby[MP.Lobby].LastMove = ""; SPacket.Version = 1; SPacket.Request = 201; SPacket.GameID = MP2.GameID; SPacket.Player = MP2.Player; SPacket.From = MP2.From; SPacket.To = MP2.To; SPacket.Lobby = MP2.Lobby; for(int i=0;i
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UINT MCTF(PVOID param) { CString MULTICAST_GROUP_IP; MCTpara* mypara = ((MCTpara*)param); MULTICAST_GROUP_IP = mypara->MCIP; CDialog* pWnd = mypara->pWnd; int DEFAULT_PORT = mypara->port;; int iRet; CMulticastSocket CMC; CMC.bDataReceived = 0; CMC.DEFAULT_PORT = DEFAULT_PORT; CMC.STRING_LENGTH = 500; // Used for winsock startup WORD wVersionRequested; WSADATA wsaData; // Initialise winsock, latest version wVersionRequested = MAKEWORD(2, 2); iRet = WSAStartup(wVersionRequested, &wsaData); if(iRet != 0) { WSACleanup(); AfxMessageBox("Failed to start winsock\r\n"); return false; } // Create a new socket SOCKET UDP_Socket = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, IPPROTO_UDP); if(UDP_Socket==INVALID_SOCKET) { AfxMessageBox("Failed to create socket\r\n"); WSACleanup(); //PrintWinsockError(); return false; } // Bind socket to port SOCKADDR_IN addrLocal; addrLocal.sin_family = AF_INET; addrLocal.sin_port = htons(DEFAULT_PORT); CMC.bGetNetworkInterface(addrLocal.sin_addr); // Same as... //addrLocal.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr("yourip"); iRet = bind(UDP_Socket, (LPSOCKADDR)&addrLocal, sizeof(struct sockaddr)); if(iRet == SOCKET_ERROR) { AfxMessageBox("Failed to bind socket\r\n"); //PrintWinsockError(); return false; } // Join multicasting group if(CMC.bJoinMulticastGroup(UDP_Socket, MULTICAST_GROUP_IP.GetBuffer(15))) { } else AfxMessageBox("FAILED\r\n"); while(true) { // Send a multicast packet // Wait for echo packet to arrive, just in case the network is laggy Sleep(100); // Receive a packet CMC.bReceiveMulticast(UDP_Socket, MULTICAST_GROUP_IP.GetBuffer(15)); if(CMC.bDataReceived == 1)



Abdullah Tayyab CE04-0028 Ashar Salman CE04-0383 { ((CMFCServerDlg*)pWnd)>m_List1.AddString(CMC.MyData); CMC.bDataReceived = 0; } // Dont overwhelm the user } // Close socket, kill winsock closesocket(UDP_Socket); // Quit return iRet; }
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CLIENT AND SHARED DATA CODE void CAsharChessDlg::GameStart() { CString sPack; MyPacket packet; if(FirstRun!=1) { MessageBox("Game is in Progress"); return; } FirstRun=2; m_portNo = 4567; m_ServerIP = "127.0.0.1"; ServerDlg srv; srv.m_ServerIP = m_ServerIP; srv.m_ServerPort = m_portNo ; srv.DoModal(); m_portNo = srv.m_ServerPort; //srv.m_serverIP.GetAddress((unsigned char &)a,(unsigned char &)b,(unsigned char &)c,(unsigned char &)d); m_ServerIP = srv.m_ServerIP; // Client, create a default socket m_sConnectSocket.Create(); int iErrCode; iErrCode = m_sConnectSocket.GetLastError(); if(iErrCode) { CString str; str.Format(_T("(%d)"),iErrCode); MessageBox(str); } // Open the connection to the server m_sConnectSocket.Connect(m_ServerIP, m_portNo); Sleep(500); packet.Request = 300; packet.Version = 1; sPack = packet.CreatePacket(); SendPacket(sPack); }



10 Multiplayer Chess // Do not edit the following lines, which are needed by ClassWizard. #if 0 BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CMySocket, CAsyncSocket) //{{AFX_MSG_MAP(CMySocket) //}}AFX_MSG_MAP END_MESSAGE_MAP() #endif // 0 //////////////////////////////////////////////////// ///////////////////////// // CMySocket member functions void CMySocket::SetParent(CDialog *pWnd) { m_pWnd = pWnd; } void CMySocket::OnAccept(int nErrorCode) { // Were there any errors? if (nErrorCode == 0) { // No, call the dialog’s OnAccept function ((CAsharChessDlg*)m_pWnd)->OnAccept(); } else { CString str; str.Format(_T("Error in connecting (%d)"),nErrorCode); AfxMessageBox(str); } } void CMySocket::OnConnect(int nErrorCode) { if (nErrorCode == 0) { // No, call the dialog’s OnAccept function ((CAsharChessDlg*)m_pWnd)->OnConnect(); } else { CString str; str.Format(_T("Error in connecting (%d)"),nErrorCode); AfxMessageBox(str);



MySocket.cpp // MySocket.cpp : implementation file // #include #include #include #include



"stdafx.h" "AsharChess.h" "AsharChessDlg.h" "MySocket.h"



#ifdef _DEBUG #define new DEBUG_NEW #undef THIS_FILE static char THIS_FILE[] = __FILE__; #endif //////////////////////////////////////////////////// ///////////////////////// // CMySocket CMySocket::CMySocket() { } CMySocket::~CMySocket() { }



} } void CMySocket::OnClose(int nErrorCode) { if (nErrorCode == 0) { // No, call the dialog’s OnAccept function ((CAsharChessDlg*)m_pWnd)->OnClose(); } else { CString str; str.Format(_T("Closing with error ONClose() (%d)"),nErrorCode); AfxMessageBox(str); } } void CMySocket::OnReceive(int nErrorCode) { if (nErrorCode == 0) { // No, call the dialog’s OnAccept function ((CAsharChessDlg*)m_pWnd)->OnReceive(); }
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else { CString str; str.Format(_T("Error in ONReceive() (%d)"),nErrorCode); AfxMessageBox(str); } } void CMySocket::OnSend(int nErrorCode) { if (nErrorCode == 0) { // No, call the dialog’s OnAccept function ((CAsharChessDlg*)m_pWnd)->OnSend(); } else { CString str; str.Format(_T("Error in ONSend() (%d)"),nErrorCode); AfxMessageBox(str); } }



Multicast socket ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// // CMulticastSocket member functions BOOL CMulticastSocket::CreateReceivingSocket(LPCTSTR strGroupIP, UINT nGroupPort) { /* Create socket for receiving packets from multicast group */ if(!Create(nGroupPort, SOCK_DGRAM, FD_READ)) return FALSE; BOOL bMultipleApps = TRUE;



/* allow reuse of local port if needed



*/ SetSockOpt(SO_REUSEADDR, (void*)&bMultipleApps, sizeof(BOOL), SOL_SOCKET); /* Fill m_saHostGroup_in for sending datagrams */ memset(&m_saHostGroup, 0, sizeof(m_saHostGroup)); m_saHostGroup.sin_family = AF_INET; m_saHostGroup.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(strGroupIP); m_saHostGroup.sin_port = htons((USHORT)nGroupPort); /* Join the multicast group */ m_mrMReq.imr_multiaddr.s_addr = inet_addr(strGroupIP); /* group addr */ m_mrMReq.imr_interface.s_addr = htons(INADDR_ANY); /* use default */ //m_mrMReq.imr_interface.S_un = "127.0.0.1"; if(setsockopt(m_hSocket, IPPROTO_IP, IP_ADD_MEMBERSHIP, (char FAR *)&m_mrMReq, sizeof(m_mrMReq)) < 0) return FALSE; return TRUE; } BOOL CMulticastSocket::CreateSendingSocket(UINT nTTL, BOOL bLoopBack) { if(!m_SendSocket.Create(0, SOCK_DGRAM, 0)) // Create an unconnected UDP socket return FALSE; if(!SetTTL(nTTL)) // Set Time to Live as specified by user AfxMessageBox("Warning! Error Setting TTL");



SetLoopBack(bLoopBack);



// Enable/Disable Loopback



return TRUE; } BOOL CMulticastSocket::SetTTL(UINT nTTL) { /* Set Time to Live to parameter TTL */ if(m_SendSocket.SetSockOpt(IP_MULTICAST_TTL, &nTTL, sizeof(int), IPPROTO_IP) == 0) return FALSE; /* Error Setting TTL */ else return TRUE; /* else TTL set successfully */ } void CMulticastSocket::SetLoopBack(BOOL bLoop) { /* Set LOOPBACK option to TRUE OR FALSE according to IsLoop parameter */ int nLoopBack = (int)bLoop; if(m_SendSocket.SetSockOpt(IP_MULTICAST_LOOP, &nLoopBack, sizeof(int), IPPROTO_IP) == 0) { if(!bLoop) /* if required to stop loopback */ { bForceNoLoopback = TRUE; /* Internally making a note that loopback has to be disabled forcefilly */ // Get IP/Port for send socket in order to disable loopback forcefully */ char localHost[255]; gethostname(localHost, 255); struct hostent *host = gethostbyname(localHost); /* Get local host IP */ m_strLocalIP = inet_ntoa (*(struct in_addr*)*host->h_addr_list); CString Dummy; // Dummy string to be passed to the GetSockName function m_SendSocket.GetSockName(Dummy, m_nLocalPort); /* Get Port Number for Sending Port */ } } } void CMulticastSocket::OnReceive(int nErrorCode) { int nError = ReceiveFrom (m_strBuffer, 32000, m_strSendersIP, m_nSendersPort); if(nError == SOCKET_ERROR) AfxMessageBox("Error receiving data from the host group"); else { if (!bForceNoLoopback || (bForceNoLoopback && !(m_strSendersIP == m_strLocalIP && m_nSendersPort == m_nLocalPort))) { // 1. If loopbackback is not to be forced then interface handles the loopback itself // 2. If you have to loopback and SOCKOPT LOOPBACK fails, no problem, interfaces loopback by default // 3. If you have to stop loopback and SOCKOPT LOOPBACK fails, ignore messages coming from your own sending socket // TODO : Add your code for here. The packet received is in m_strBuffer bDataReceived = TRUE; } } CAsyncSocket::OnReceive(nErrorCode); } BOOL CMulticastSocket::LeaveGroup() {
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12 Multiplayer Chess if(lpHost == NULL)return false; // Whoops! Unresolved host IP!



if(setsockopt (m_hSocket, IPPROTO_IP, IP_DROP_MEMBERSHIP, (char FAR *)&m_mrMReq, sizeof(m_mrMReq)) < 0) return FALSE;



} for(iIndex = 0; iIndex < uiInterface; iIndex++) if(!lpHost->h_addr_list[iIndex]) return false; if(!lpHost->h_addr_list[uiInterface]) return false;



m_SendSocket.Close(); // Close sending socket Close(); // Close receving socket return TRUE; } BOOL CMulticastSocket::SendTo(const void* strMessage, int nSize) { if(m_SendSocket.SendTo(strMessage, nSize, (SOCKADDR*)&m_saHostGroup, sizeof(SOCKADDR), 0) == SOCKET_ERROR) return FALSE; else return TRUE; }



memset(&addrResolve, NULL, sizeof(addrResolve)); addrResolve.sin_family = AF_INET; // We only use internet addresses addrResolve.sin_addr = *((LPIN_ADDR)lpHost>h_addr_list[uiInterface]); // The remote IP addrResolve.sin_port = htons(uiPort); // The remote port // Okays return true; }



BOOL CMulticastSocket::JoinGroup(CString GroupIP, UINT nGroupPort, UINT nTTL, BOOL bLoopback) { if(!CreateReceivingSocket(GroupIP, nGroupPort)) /* Create Socket for receiving and join the host group */ return FALSE; if(!CreateSendingSocket(nTTL, bLoopback)) /* Create Socket for sending */ return FALSE;



bool CMulticastSocket::bJoinMulticastGroup(SOCKET UDP_Socket, char *cMulticastGroup) { // Used to set multicast TTL char cTTL = 7; // Set the multicast ttl int iRet = setsockopt(UDP_Socket, IPPROTO_IP, IP_MULTICAST_TTL, (char *)&cTTL, sizeof(cTTL));



return TRUE; }



bool CMulticastSocket::bGetNetworkInterface(IN_ADDR ∈_addrLocal, unsigned int uiInterface) { char cLocalHostName[MAX_PATH]; gethostname(cLocalHostName, sizeof(cLocalHostName)); SOCKADDR_IN addrLocal; if(!iResolve(addrLocal, cLocalHostName, 0, uiInterface)) return false; in_addrLocal = addrLocal.sin_addr; return true; } int CMulticastSocket::iResolve(SOCKADDR_IN &addrResolve, char *cHost, UINT uiPort, UINT uiInterface) { struct in_addr iaHost; // Used to resolve IP and connect LPHOSTENT lpHost; // Used to connect unsigned int iIndex; iaHost.s_addr = inet_addr((LPCSTR)cHost); // Check if this syntax is consistent with IP address if(iaHost.s_addr == INADDR_NONE) // If not IP, must be hostname string { lpHost = gethostbyname(cHost); // Get host structure by host name if(lpHost == NULL)return false; // Whoops! Unresolved hostname! } else // This is an IP so just get structure by address { lpHost = gethostbyaddr((LPCSTR)&iaHost, sizeof(struct in_addr), AF_INET); // Get host structure by address



if(iRet == SOCKET_ERROR) { AfxMessageBox("Failed to set multicast ttl\r\n"); //PrintWinsockError(); return false; } // Add socket to be a member of the multicast group struct ip_mreq ipmr; ipmr.imr_multiaddr.s_addr = inet_addr(cMulticastGroup); bGetNetworkInterface(ipmr.imr_interface); // Does the job of... ipmr.imr_interface.s_addr = inet_addr("ip"); iRet = setsockopt(UDP_Socket, IPPROTO_IP, IP_ADD_MEMBERSHIP, (char *)&ipmr, sizeof(ipmr)); if(iRet == SOCKET_ERROR) { AfxMessageBox("Failed to add multicast membership\r\n"); //PrintWinsockError(); return false; } // Set the local interface from which multicast is to be transmitted IN_ADDR inLocal; bGetNetworkInterface(inLocal); // Does the job of inLocal = inet_addr("ip"); setsockopt(UDP_Socket, IPPROTO_IP, IP_MULTICAST_IF, (char *)&inLocal, sizeof(inLocal)); if(iRet == SOCKET_ERROR) { AfxMessageBox("Failed to set multicast interface\r\n"); //PrintWinsockError(); return false; } bool fFlag=FALSE; int nRet=setsockopt(UDP_Socket,IPPROTO_IP,IP_MULTICAST_LOOP,(char* )&fFlag,sizeof(fFlag)); if(nRet==SOCKET_ERROR){



Abdullah Tayyab CE04-0028 Ashar Salman CE04-0383 printf("setsockopt() IP_MULTICAST_LOOP failed, Err: %d\n",WSAGetLastError()); } return true;



13 Multiplayer Chess bool CMulticastSocket::bSendMulticast(SOCKET UDP_Socket, char *cMulticastGroup) { // Used to track return values of functions int iRet; // Where the packet will be heading SOCKADDR_IN addrDest; memset(&addrDest, 0, sizeof(addrDest));



} bool CMulticastSocket::bReceiveMulticast(SOCKET UDP_Socket, char *cMulticastGroup) { // Used to identify where the packet came from SOCKADDR_IN addrFrom;



// String to hold the packet data char cData[500]; // Destination IP Address addrDest.sin_family = AF_INET; addrDest.sin_port = htons(DEFAULT_PORT); addrDest.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(cMulticastGroup);



// String to hold the packet data char cData[500]; // Holds status of incoming packet queue ULONG ulQueue[1];



// Data to send memset(cData, 0, sizeof(cData)); wsprintf((char *)cData, "Hello too !");



// Tracks if any packets are received bool bGotPacket = false; while(true) { // Did a packet come through? *ulQueue = NULL; // Reset incoming packet status if(ioctlsocket(UDP_Socket, FIONREAD, (ULONG FAR *)ulQueue)) // Ask the socket how many packets are waiting { AfxMessageBox("ioctlsocket failed\r\n"); //PrintWinsockError(); return false; } // No packets waiting? if(!*ulQueue) break; // Receive the packet int size = sizeof(addrFrom); int iRet = recvfrom(UDP_Socket, (char *)cData, sizeof(cData) - 1, 0, (struct sockaddr*)&addrFrom, &size); if(iRet == SOCKET_ERROR) { AfxMessageBox("Packet arrived, but failed to be received\r\n"); //PrintWinsockError(); return false; } // Terminate packet so we can display it as a string cData[iRet] = 0;



// Print the contents of the packet //AfxMessageBox(cData); //((CMFCServerDlg*)m_pWnd)->MCPacketProcess(cData); MyData = cData;



bGotPacket = true; } // If no packets received, inform the user if(bGotPacket) bDataReceived = 1;



return true; }



// Send to MULTICAST iRet = sendto(UDP_Socket, MyData.GetBuffer(500), strlen(MyData.GetBuffer(500))+1, 0, (struct sockaddr*)&addrDest, sizeof(addrDest)); if(iRet == SOCKET_ERROR) { AfxMessageBox("Packet failed to be sent\r\n"); //PrintWinsockError(); return false; } // Bingo return true; }
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